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An estimate tor the class number of the Abelian fielit

Introiluction. Let K be an Abelian field of degree n over the field
P of rational numbers. It is a class field with the rational group H of
resid.ue classes, which has the index n and the conductot f. H is thus a

subgroup of the group Gf, which consists of all prime residue classes

mod,ulo /. K is a subfield. of the cyclotomic field P1 : P(C), where e

is a primitive /th root of unity. Let d denote the residue class which

contains a. 1{ is then left invariant under the automorphisms C- C",

where A e H, and the Galois group of r( is isomorphic to the Abelian
group \lH. In this paper we consider the class number of this Abelian

field.
Let I be the group of the characters of Gy. Consider the group X

consistingof allthecharacters XeY suchthat X,@): I forall aeH.
The characters belonging to the group X are the characters ofthe Abelian

group QlH. (y@H) is then understood to be equal fo 1@,)). The characters

in Y arealsonumericalcharacters (mod/) (X@):0 if (4,/) > 1). We

d.enote by f(x) the conductor of 7. $he fundamental modulus of the

character x). It then follorvs that, / is the least common multiple of the
conductors f(x). For the absolute Yalue d of the discriminant of the

field ,K we have an important equation

(1)

(.f. e.g. l2l, p. 4- 8).

rn the following we must distinguish trro cases, rvhere K is real or

imaginary respectively. If K is imaginary, then n:2?Lo is even and

K is of d.egree 2 over the field J(0, which is its real maximal subfield.

The group x of the n characters 7 is then divided into two parts.

Those no characters of X, for which 7(- l) : l, form a subgroup

X, of X, and the other characters, for rvhich X,e l) - - 1, form a
coset XL of Xo in X (cf. [2], p' 5)' If K is real then ff : Ko and

X: Xo.

§ome preliminary results. our main object is to study the product

hR, where ä denotestheclassnumberofthefield K and.E theregulator

x,eX
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of this field. \4'/e first, want to mention the following result of Bnaunn
(cf. [], p. 7afl.

Theorem 7. If K ranges ol)er a sequence of field,s normal ouer P, for
whi,ch, nllog il, --> 0, then

log (hR) - tog l/ cl .

In the case of the cyclotomic field Pf u'e have got in [6] a sharper
result:

Theorem 2. .I/ c and, c(e) d,enote respectiuely an absolute posi,tiue
constant and, a positi,ae constant d,epend,ing on, parameter e alone and, o\f)
d,enotes the number of d,i,fferent prime factors of f , then

c(e)f-' < RhlG ( exp (c(log log/ * ,(/))) ,

where

G : 1Zn\-LvU) Y;1ii
and,

[2f il )+f ,
US:1

I t ;t z't
i,s the number of roots of L contai,ned, ,in, 4.

The special case of this result (/ is an odd prime) is proved by Tlruzewa
[8] (see p. 1I1).

If we in the set of all Abelian fields pick up a sequence of fields in
such a way that n--u @z then the conditions of theorem t are satisfied.
Let us consider this question closelv. \\'e first rvrite, by (1),

(2)
t..X

where the sum in the right-hand side contains ra members, because the
order of X equals the degree of the field Ii. Let a- be the least positive
integer such that

r-- 1

k:L

x

xex li:l

because there exist a most g(k) primitive characters (mod k). (In fact
the number of the primitive characters (mod fu) is smaller than g@) if
k > 2.) We use the relation

(3)

We nou,'- get

(4)

(n>4) .
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(5) e(k) > c kltog log k 1) (k > 2)

(cf. [7], p. 24).Brom (4) we get

Z ros fU) r t 2 k rog kltogtog k
xeX k-2

2 c(loglogr:)-1 j f fog k > c rzlogrfloglogr .

Because

) E(r) : o(xz) ,
&5r - 1

we then get, by (3),

0 < ri/log d < c log Iog r/log r, .

trVe can thus decide that z./log 6[ -+ (), u.hen rz --> co .

If v,e for instance have a sequerlce of ct clotomic fields, then it is also

easy to see directly that the conditions of theorem I are satisfied. Nameh-
logd,2lE(n)logn (cf. [5], p.27), and we have

0 < n/log 4. : O(loglognllogn) .

Results. In this paper we prove
Theorem 3. Let w be the nuntber of roots of L i,n I{ and,

\ ,1 .1'lt - 1 if I{ is real ,

,tL. \',,,'(2-)',. if Ii rs inrugir?ctry.

Then

c(u) f-' < hRlG < €|xp (c(n J -;- log log/ * (,r("f ))) ,

where

[O if K is P, or it.s rea,l n«rincil subfiekl,
l:l

Ilog log (t * Eff)ln) * log log (r»(/) +- 2) elsewhere.

\f,e see immediately that theorem 2 is a special case of theorem 3.

Further \4re can prove for the so-called relative class number h* of KlKo
the following (K is imaginar;.).

Theorem 4. Let Q be I or 2 i,f a fund,amentctl systent' of u,nits of Ko is
also a fund,amental system of units of K or not respecti,uely. Then

c(u)f-' exp (- cn/) <h*lG' < exp (c(z:1 f loglog"f *,r("f))),
1 \Ye want to note that in this papcr thc constants c arrcl c(e) arc not necessarill-

the same in their various occllrrences.
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ushere

(6)
xex,

In [5] we have considered the so-called first factor hr of the class
number of the cyclotomic field Pf . Taking into consideration that then
h*lQ : ht (cf. [2], p. r3, 7I) we found that the result we got (cf. [5], p. ll)
is a special case of theorem 4.

At the end of this paper we compare the estimations of theorem B with
the estimations of theorem l, if R ranges over & sequence of fields in such
a way that rL --> @. We can show that theorem 3 gives such information
of the beha'r,'iour of hR, which cannot be seen from theorem l.

Characters. We must first consider characters closely (cf. e.g. [3], pp.
216-224). We need the following

Lemma 1.

ln if aeH,(7) Zx@--l,T*'- [0 elsewhere.

fn the case of the imaginary field the residue class of - 1 does not
belong to H. Then the group Ho: H U (- I)ä corresponds to the
field Ko (the real maximal subfield of K). For that case we have the
following

Lemma 2.

our lemma
equivalent

I ,,n if AeH,

zexr I

[ () elseu,here.

Proof . The llumber of the characters of 11 alld f0 equals
\Ve can thus decide that the first and the second corldition of

to the conditions * e e H and therefore, tr), (7),

ZeXr x.eXo

Subtracting these two equations (corresponding to the values -r-
respectively) rn'. get the third condition of our lemma in the case
If (a , f) > I then the result of the lemma is trivial.

In the follou'ing r4re denote by X,* the primitive character
to y"-

a and ce

equivalent
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Lemma 3. Let fi be the greatest d,i,ai,sor of f pri,me to i. If X*$) + O,

then there etists a character X (mod /i) equ'i,ualent to X* and thus 7$): x*u).
Proof . Suppose Lhat y*(j) I 0. We find that X*U) : 0 if and only if

fk)lfi. Therefore we can find a character 7 @odft) equivalent lo X*.
Because (f(il,il: ffi ,i): I the result of lemma 3 follows'

Let us use ^, as a notation of equivalence of characters. Directly from
the definition of the equivalence follows then

Lemma 4. If x, x y, and, Xz N Xz, then hX,z N 7rlz.
We define the sets Xl and X as follows:

XL - {X € X : X,*U) + 0},

\Ve can now formulate

X -{1 ,1A, X,,xr-Xt}

Lemma 5. The set X 'i,s a grougt. If y runs through the set Xt, then

the equiualent character I runs through the groupt X.
Proof. X is a subset of the group of all the characters (modf). Let

Xo denote the principal character. Because XtO) : L + 0, it follows

that X,o e X' and. thereforc To e X. We thus see that X is not empty.

If ir,ire X, then (ir-xr)*(i) * O. Further, by lemma 4, hy"z N ir-z
= (nir)* : (Xrxr)*. Therefore frV.re X. Thus we can conclude that X
is a group. Let, y be a character of -f,1. Then X*U) + 0 and from lemma

3 it follou's that there exists a unique character I such lhat 7 x X,x x 7
and the last sentenee of our lemma holds.

Preliminary lemmaS. We now focus our attention on the preliminaries

rve need during the proof of theorems 3 and a (cf. also l5l).
Lemma 6. Let X(* Xo) be a character (mod/). Then

L(\ , x\: L(r, x)fr 0 - x*@)ld-',
pif

where L(s, x): >å, LU)i-" is the Diri,chlet's L-function belonging to y
(cf. [7], p. 127).

Lemma 7. If *>3 then

2_r- : O(log log r)

(cf. [7], p. 20).

Lemma 8. Let (f ,e):l and, 0<a <f. If n(r,f ,a) i,sthenumbet
of pri,mes: a (modf) not exceed'i,ng r, then

(.f. [7], p. 44).

n(x ,f , o) - O(vm-t r/log ("lf)) (* > f)
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There exists a constant c such that in the region

o > I - cllog (f(|tl + 2)) > gl4, t arbitrary

always L(s,flf0 (s:olit) for atlthecharacters 7 (mod/), dis-
regarding one possible exception (cf. l7l, p. lB0). If such an exceptional
character exists it is a real one and in the following we denote it, b7r y,.

Lemma 9. Let f ( exp (log'L *, and, )( * Lo , t(. Then

Z x(il A(i) : o(r exp (- ctog+ r)) ,
iS*

where

[logp i,f j:p* (p is a gtri,me and, k > r),A(i\: I
I o otherwise

(cf. [7], pp. 133-I36).
fn the following we denote by Z either the set X or Xr. Further

Zo : Z -{xo} and Z' : Z - {xo, x'}.
Lemma 10. Let

u(r):) Zx(j)tr(j).
7€ z' i{x

If m 2_ exp (log3 f) then,

U(r) : O(rltog r) .

Proof. Since log/ < logttt *, we get, by lemma g,

U(*) : O(nrexp (- clogå 4) : O(rexp (log.f - clogt x)): p(a:/log;u) .

Lemma 11.

o(f) : o(togf ltoglogf)
(cf. [8], p. 108).

Lemma 72. If j i,s a nutut'ctl, nuruber ancl u is u,rt integer suclt that
(a ,f): L, then the number of solutions of

ri: a (mod/)

,i,s at most j'u(J)+t (cf. e.g. l5l, p. 22).

Lemma 13. If (a,f): I ,0 < a <f ancl

pi-a (mod/) , pi>rrf ,

then

Z Z Ue,f' : oko (f)lf) .

Proof. X'irst v'rite the series in the form
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'ri=l,t^,!i.trt=t,

Let us denote

(s) pi : upf * a,

where fu takes, by lemma 12, at most .li(j) : j@(f)+r vaiues. Further for
a fixed j
(e) Zp*, :)(upf *a)-t,

p<f (,.)

pi =a (aodfl,pi >l f
where in ) h takes the values determined by (s). Hence

(k)

Z o*f * a)-' I 2f-t a1 ,
(k)

where

ai : Z (o;6 -l- t)-1.
(r')

By using these notations in (9) we get

(10) z: o(f-2qb) + o(f-').
j>l

We further get

x x-l(11) Zqb:Ztiti - 1))-'V {Y*lr,
.i:2 ;:2

r,vhere

It is clear, that all the numbers ujr are distinct and therefore

ru)

rvlrere f (j) - >l:r .lf(r). On the other hand,

/ 
J+l

ros rU) - o(rog (f €"'(r)r'rr) - o((ro(f)-r- 2) iog U + 1)) .

\,

tTsing these resu.lts in (10) and" (1 1) \\''e get

j:1

and. the lemma is proved.
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Lemma 14. If X + y, then

L(r , il : exp (210 A(j) (j logr)-,)

(cf. [4], p. aa9).

Lemma 15. If i,n fly" X runs through the characters €Xo, thett,

I z'-" fA TJ* LG , x*) i,f K is rear,

I,rt 2n)-",{an*L(L,x*) if K ,is,imag,inory

(.f. 121, p. 7).

Lemma 16. f'or th,e erceptional character X' we haue

(cf"[8], p. 105)"

Proof of theorems 3 and 4. fn order to estimate the product

where X runs through the characters e Z0 u/e u,rite, by lemma 6,

w-here

zez p)f

TTe : TT (t - p-') .

pl

(In the case Z: X, the product Jl, is empt1,.)
Consider first the product Jlr. By lemma 14. rve get

(14) fr, LG , x) : "*p ( ) -I z(j) A(j) (j logr)-.) .

7€z' j>2

Brom the exponent of the equation (14) we distinguish a finite sum being
extended over all irrtegers j such that 2<j< [exp(logs/)]* t: Itr..
We denote V : 2f and divide this sum into parts as follows:

I' :. I p-'(2, k@)) , ), : . 2 _p-' (2, ilr)) ,

*!Sp. t t'<psw

P(w +tsiisw i:t
)u : - ) Z Upi)-, ko(pi) * x,(pi)),

pt<w j>z

Zu : ) Z (ip')-' (1, x(ri)),
pi<gy i>t

10
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where in lz Z runs through all the characters of Z. It shouldbenoted

that if ZZ Xr, then in )s and )o there can exist only 76'. If in this

case there is no exceptional character, then the sums in question are empty'

Let further

Z, : 2,' ,7*x,U) 
A(i) Qrogi)-' ,

lvhere in fz, u run§ through all the characters of Z'.
We first get, by lemma I and 2,

Lf=p<Y , t
FeHo i-f<fi+a<v

o(" Z" f-') : o1t1 ,

(If K is real then 110 : H U (- T) ä : H.) X'urther we get, by lemma 8,

2r: o(nr.L*o-) : o("2,r.,2*_,n(i ,l , a) (i(i + l))-')
F€Eo

Zu- O(1) '

I'urther denote

For :å lr:e have

pt<*J'ir,-r
Fj en

: , ( 
[ 

,,: rog (€ lf))-' då) - o(rog ros f) .

/

From tremma 7 , it follor,r's that

Zu : O(log log /) .

By using lemma 13, \r'e can write

j>2 P
pi:o(mod.f),pi>Lf

It is easy to see that

s t>å ir z- x,
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ö _l o if K is Pr or its real maximal subfierd,

Itog log (1 + V(flln) elsewhere.

Frorn (15) we see that

Let lrs define

o<)llcnö.
For )? we get

>Z : o("o .Z 2 tir'r'1 ,

'i,z'*:"
In the same way as above we get

22: o("» .

If rre consider the series )2, we get

Z, : o(,7.u17 (i-rltogj - (j 1 r)-,/tog U + r)) -
L'(W) (W f t)-lllog (w + 1)) : o( 

,7*u 
rogr,r)-') + o(1) : o(l) .

Here 'w'e have made use of lemma I0. From lemma rI, it follou.s that
(16) exp (- c(log log/ t a(f)) ) f-cttogro"T > c@) f-" .

combining the above estimations and taking into consideration 1emma 16
and the relation (16) rre get

exp(c(zdf togtog.f+r(/)) > TJ, ,['(u)f-'if z:X'
[ .(r),f-' "*p 

(- cnö) if Z : Xr.
In order to estimate the product TJ, s-e l-rite

TJ, : "*p (2, > > z*1,j) (jpj)-') .
p J i:t

Let fo denote the greatest divisor of / prime to 1t. Furtrrer cle,ote

21 :{XeZ:yx(pi1+it).
Hence, by lemma 3 and lemma 5,

l, x*@i) : Z^ x*(pi) : 
_7,_V.@i) ,

u'here Z is t'he set of the characters lmod,fr), rvhich ar.e equivalent to
the characters y of zL. rf z: x, then it, follou.s fron remma 5 that
Z is subgroup X of the group of all the cha,racters lmod,fo). Tf Z: )1r.



then Z is tine set .f,, of the odd characters of -f,. We can thus apply
lemmas I and 2. Let' no be the order of X, and denote by p the residue

class lmod,fr), which contains p. Then

| ", if Bi6g and Z:X,
(I7) Z, x*@i): { + $no if Pi e Eo and Z : Xr (,f, > r; ,

I o elsewhere,

where E and -Eo d.enote the corresponding subgroups of Gyo (see in-

troduction). Let us denote by I, the series in the exponent of Jlr. Applying
(17) we get
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plf j:L
$t ea\

L8

sitive

s

I

)
)

I

t

o

CC

P 'f i:l
Bi e u

Let t be the

(18)

then Elo alld,

least p

\\.e have, if Z

on the other hand, if €lu then (18) holds. Since w'e cAn u'rite

j:L

\-
-I ,

Let us define

,, : I 
a(f) if K is P, or its real maximal subfield,

Irr, log log (@ff) t 2) elseri-here.

If l( is P, or its real maximal subfield, then -f, contains all the characters

1mod,f,) or all the even characters lmod,fo) respectivelv. Therefore
p' - L 2 qf", and we get,

o()r<cå'if Z:X.

In the case Z : Xr the series can be estimated analogouslv and u-e get

Ir: o(ä') if z : xt.

exponent such that §: e E. ff

§'eEi ,

\Lpf
ll-'€ E
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The above results yield

[ "*p 
(- cö')

)

if z - xL.

For JJ, we finally have

2_-$) < Jl, < r.
Combining the estimations of TTr, TTr, and fl, we can write, b5, (tz)

and (13),
(e("\ f-u ;f Z - Y

(1e) exp(c(n/ f loglog/f *(f)))> lTll \ ']v\c/'/ 
'L u - /L 

'
' \"(r)f -" exp (- cn l) if Z : Xr .

Comparing (19) with lemma 15 we see immediately that theorem 3 holds.
Consider the case of imaginariy K. From lemma 15 we get

(20) hoRo: 2'-""\/4fr*"L(t, x,\,
where ho, Ro and d,o denote the class number, the regulator and the
absolute value of the discriminant of the real maximal subfield Ko of K
respectively. In Tl* / runs through the characters d - {Xo\. Taking
into consideration that

8R : 2"0-'Ro

Applyirg the result (19) in this expression we get theorem 4.

Comparisons of theorems I and 3. Let us write

(cf. [1], p. 740, 744), where Z(2 t) is a parameter. These inequalities are
the inequalities which yield theorem 1. If rre u-rite the result of theorem
3 in the correspond.ing forms we get, if K is real,

. ,- [<-(n-1)log2|c(nJf loglogf +@(f)),(22) toe (hR l\/ d,) |' t> -(n - 1)log2-elogf f logc(e) .

On the other hand, if K is imaginary, then

f = log u - %olog (2n) | c(n / 1 log log/ * a(f)),(23) los thH l\/ d,\ 1\--l -"b \'"-"/ ' *' [> log w - nolog(2n) - elogf f logc(e) .

(.f. l2l, p. 11) we get, by (1), (20) and lemma 15
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Because f {d, and

2<w{cnloglog(n{2)
(cf. [I], p. 740) we §ee immediately that the lower bounds of (22) and (23)

are sharper than the one of (2I). As regards the upper bounds, we can choose

sequences offields, where also the upper bounds of (22) and (23) are sharper

than the one of (2I). Bor instance, we can take a sequence of fields, where

the order of H and ar(/) (consequentW r') are restricted'

University of Turku
Turku, X'inland
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